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Abstract

As labeled graphs are particularly well adapted to represent objects in the context of topology-based geometric modeling, graph transformation theory is an adequate framework to implement modeling operations and check their consistency. In this article, objects are defined as a particular subclass of labeled graphs in which arc labels encode their topological structure (\textit{i.e.} cell subdivision: vertex, edge, face, etc.) and node labels encode their embedding (\textit{i.e.} relevant data: vertex positions, face colors, volume density, etc.). Object consistency is therefore defined by labeling constraints. To define modeling operations, we define a class of graph transformation rules dedicated to embedding computations. Dedicated graph transformation variables allow us to access the existing embedding from the underlying topological structure (\textit{e.g.} collecting all the points of a face) in order to compute the new embedding using user-provided functions (\textit{e.g.} compute the barycenter of several points). To ensure the safety of the defined operations, we provide syntactic conditions on rules that preserve the object consistency constraints.
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1. Introduction

In the early 1970s, the concept of graph transformation became of interest in computer science. Derived from string and tree rewriting techniques, this rule-based approach offers a very natural way to describe complex transformations on an intuitive level. For example, anyone observing the transformation given in Figure 1 easily understands the change made in the company organization: the new CEO hires a plant director who is in charge of manufacturing and purchase. Nowadays, thanks to their expressiveness, graph transformations have applications in many areas such as software engineering \cite{1}, concurrent and distributed systems \cite{2}, visual modeling \cite{3} or database design \cite{4}.

Our interest concerns the application of graph transformations to topology-based geometric modeling \cite{5}, a field that deals with the representation and manipulation of objects according to their topological structure (cell subdivision) and their embedding (other types of information attached to their topological cells). As topological structures can be represented as a particular class of graphs, the use of graph transformations to define modeling operations have already been proposed in the past \cite{6, 7, 8}.

In this article, we propose a generic graph transformation approach that allows the implementation of modeling operations of any application domain. Indeed, object constructions and transformations depend on the targeted domain; \textit{e.g.} add or remove some matter to sculpt (arts), add a window on a wall (architecture), rotate a gear (engineering), combine partial scans (archaeology), etc. The definition and implementation of such operations are always the longest parts of a modeler development. Every single operation has to be designed, coded, debugged and optimized. It is even common nowadays that modelers include a cleaning post-treatment function to fix inconsistencies in transformed objects when operations are too complex to maintain object consistency along the operation code. As this article will show, this need for a reliable and flexible framework to define and implement modeling operations can be efficiently addressed by graph transformations.
Let us take a first operation example with the face triangulation of colored 2D objects given in Figure 2. The topological structure of the object under transformation contains four faces (two triangles, a square and a pentagon) glued all together, while the embedding associates a color to each face. Both the topological structure and the embedding are transformed by the face triangulation. Topologically, the face is subdivided into triangles, while from the embedding point of view, colors are computed for the new faces as the mix of the subdivided face color and the neighboring face color.

Using the topological model of generalized maps [5, 9, 10], objects are defined as a particular subclass of labeled graphs in which arc labels encode their topological structure and labeling constraints define their consistency. The implementation of modeling operations such as the face triangulation with graph transformations requires some dedicated features of graph transformations. In [11, 6, 12], we previously introduced dedicated rule variables to generically handle the topological aspect of modeling operations, \textit{i.e.} to automatically compute the topological transformation depending on the cell size. For example, the face subdivision of the triangulation given in Figure 2 can be abstracted with a single rule scheme that will create three faces in the case of a triangle (Figure 2(a)), four faces in the case of a square (Figure 2(b)), or \(n\) faces in the case of an \(n\)-sided polygon.

This article addresses the embedding aspect of modeling operation. Considering a representation of embedded generalized maps as labeled graphs introduced in [13] and in which node labels and associated labeling constraints encode object embedding, we will study under which conditions relabeling graph transformations of [14] preserve the embedding consistency of the object under modeling. For example, in the case of the face triangulation of Figure 2, we will ensure that by construction, after the application of the corresponding rules, all nodes of a same face end up labeled with the same color. Based on [15], we will then introduce a rule-based language that allows the new embedding to be generically computed \(\textit{e.g.} \) to compute the face triangulations of Figure 2 for any colored object. Using dedicated graph transformation variables and terms, the resulting rule schemes will provide the means of both accessing the existing embedding through the topological structure and applying functions provided by the user with the embedding data type. For example, the triangulation of Figure 2(a) will be defined by a rule scheme in which the colors of the created faces are computed by applying the user function “mix of two colors” to the subdivided face color and the respective adjacent face colors. As the safety of this user-oriented language is as essential as its expressiveness, we will provide syntactic conditions to guide rule scheme design and ensure object consistency preservation.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 presents the labeled graph transformation fundamentals of our work. In particular, we describe the relabeling graph transformation introduced by [14] that will allow us to modify objects. We also present the use of variables in graph transformations introduced by [15]. The context of topological-based geometric modeling is then presented in Section 3. We focus on the topological model of generalized maps [9] and we give the conditions from [6] under which graph transformations preserve the topological consistency. Section 4 then similarly presents our embedded version of generalized maps and conditions under which basic graph transformations preserve the embedding consistency. The next three sections focus on the rule-based language dedicated to embedding modifications. Section 5 introduces the rule scheme syntax, in particular terms that allow generic computation of new embedding values from existing ones in the object (e.g., to mix two unspecified face colors). Section 6 presents the rule scheme application, especially how schemes are instantiated to propagate minimally defined modifications (e.g., automatically change the color of all nodes of one face). Section 7 provides syntactic conditions on rule schemes to ensure embedding consistency preservation. Finally, Section 8 and 9 respectively present related work and concluding remarks.

2. Graph transformations

Graphs are non-linear structures, defined by a set of objects, usually called vertices or nodes, and a set of links between these objects, usually called edges or arcs. To avoid confusion with the specific vocabulary of geometric modeling, we will subsequently prefer to use the word “node” rather than the word “vertex”, and the word “arc” rather than “edge” when referring to graph elements. Graphs are often depicted in a diagrammatic form with dots or circles to represent nodes and lines or curves to represent arcs between nodes, directed or undirected. Graph transformations commonly refer to rule-based languages designed to manipulate graphs. Among all graph transformation approaches, we choose the so-called double-pushout approach (or DPO) [16, 17, 18].

2.1. Double-pushout graph transformation

The DPO approach has been referred as algebraic since a transformation is expressed using two gluing diagrams defined in terms of category theory. More precisely, these diagrams are pushouts in the category of graphs and graph morphisms. In order to make the presentation more intuitive, let us consider the simple example of a DPO graph transformation given in Figure 3. The rule is given at the top of Figure 3 by the three graphs \( L \), \( K \) and \( R \) and by the two graph inclusions \( L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R \). In this example, nodes of graphs are identified by letters (a, b or c) while nodes and arcs are labeled by numbers (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5). Intuitively, the left-hand side of the rule \( L \) is the pattern to transform, the right-hand side \( R \) is the transformed pattern, and the interface \( K \) is the preserved part common to both \( L \) and \( R \). The graph morphism \( L \rightarrow G \) allows the matched pattern (graph \( L \)) to be identified inside the graph under transformation (graph \( G \)) (in Figure 3, the match morphism coincides with the inclusion).

![Figure 3: DPO graph transformation](image)

\(^1\)In full generally, one can consider standard graph morphisms instead of considering only inclusions.
In the first pushout (1), all elements (nodes and arcs) in \(L\) that are not in \(K\) are removed in \(D\). In the example, the two arcs that loop on nodes \(a\) and \(b\) are removed: graph \(D\) results from the removing of loops on both nodes \(a\) and \(b\) in graph \(G\). In the second pushout (2), all elements of \(R\) that are not already in \(K\) are added while all elements in \(K\) are preserved. In the example, an arc is added between the two preserved nodes \(a\) and \(b\) (graph \(H\)). When the match \(L \rightarrow G\) meets some conditions, then the transformation is well defined, and the double-pushout construction defines a single graph \(H\) (up to graph isomorphism), that is the result of the application of the graph transformation \(L \leftrightarrow K \leftrightarrow R\) through the match morphism \(L \rightarrow G\).

![Figure 4: A relabeling rule](image)

In classical DPO transformations, graph morphisms have to preserve both arc and nodes labels, and therefore prevent relabeling. Note that the relabeling of an arc can still be achieved by removing it while adding an arc with the new label between the same source and target nodes, but this not the case for the relabeling of a node. Consequently, we prefer the DPO approach of [14] that considers partially labeled graphs and therefore authorizes relabeling. Let us take the example of the relabeling rule of Figure 4. In the left-hand side \(L\), node \(b\) is initially labeled by 7 while it is relabeled by 3 in the right-hand side \(R\), and therefore unlabeled in the interface \(K\). Note that the two morphisms \(K \leftrightarrow L\) and \(K \leftrightarrow R\) on partially labeled graphs \(L\), \(K\), \(R\) do not preserve labeling, in particular the undefined label of \(b\).

We then present the main definitions and results of [14] on partially labeled graph transformations.

### 2.2. Graph transformations on partially labeled graphs

A partially labeled graph \(G = (V_G, E_G, s_G, l_G, l_{G.V}, l_{G,E})\) consists of two finite sets \(V_G\) and \(E_G\) of nodes and arcs, two source and target functions \(s_G, t_G : E_G \rightarrow V_G\), and two partial labeling functions\(^2\) \(l_{G.V} : V_G \rightarrow \mathcal{C}_V\) and \(l_{G,E} : E_G \rightarrow \mathcal{C}_E\), where \(\mathcal{C}_V\) and \(\mathcal{C}_E\) are fixed sets of node and arc labels. We say that \(G\) is totally labeled if \(l_{G.V}\) and \(l_{G.E}\) are total functions. A path in a graph \(G\) is a sequence \(e_1, \ldots, e_k\) of arcs of \(G\) with \(1 \leq k\), such that \(t_G(e_i) = s_G(e_{i+1})\) for each \(1 \leq i < k\). \(s_G(e_1)\) and \(t_G(e_k)\) are respectively called the path source and the path target and the word \(l_{G.E}(e_1)\ldots l_{G.E}(e_k)\) is called the path label. Moreover, if \(s_G(e_1) = t_G(e_k)\), the path is called a cycle. Thereafter, partially labeled graphs are simply called graphs.

A graph morphism \(g : G \rightarrow H\) between two graphs \(G\) and \(H\) consists of two functions \(g_V : V_G \rightarrow V_H\) and \(g_E : E_G \rightarrow E_H\) that preserve sources, targets, and labels, that is, \(s_H \circ g_V = g_V \circ s_G\), \(t_H \circ g_E = g_V \circ t_G\), and \(l_H(g(x)) = l_G(x)\) for all\(^3\) \(x\) in \(\text{Dom}(l_G)\). A morphism \(g\) is injective (resp. surjective) if \(g_V\) and \(g_E\) are injective (resp. surjective), and is an isomorphism if it is injective, surjective and preserves undefinedness\(^4\). In the latter case, \(G\), \(H\) are isomorphic. Furthermore, we call \(g\) an inclusion if \(g(x) = x\) for all \(x\) in \(G\). An inclusion is identified with the symbol \(\hookrightarrow\) (or the symbol \(\leftarrow\) if the target graph is introduced first). Finally, morphism composition is defined componentwise as function compositions.

**Definition 1 (Rule).** A rule \(r : L \leftrightarrow K \leftrightarrow R\) consists of two inclusions \(K \leftrightarrow L\) and \(K \leftrightarrow R\) such that:

1. for all \(x \in L\), \(l_L(x) = \bot\) implies \(x \in K\) and \(l_R(x) = \bot\),
2. for all \(x \in R\), \(l_R(x) = \bot\) implies \(x \in K\) and \(l_L(x) = \bot\).

Regarding [14], our rules are simplified since they are built with two inclusions for both sides instead of only one for the left-hand side. We call \(L\) the left-hand side, \(R\) the right-hand side and \(K\) the interface of \(r\). Note that conditions (1) and (2) are trivially satisfied when \(L\) and \(R\) are totally labeled.

---

\(^2\)Given two sets \(A\) and \(B\), a partial function \(f : A \rightarrow B\) is a function from subset \(A'\) of \(A\) to \(B\). The set \(A'\) is the domain of \(f\) and is denoted by \(\text{Dom}(f)\). We say that \(f(x)\) is undefined, and write \(f(x) = \bot\), if \(x\) is in \(A - \text{Dom}(f)\).

\(^3\)To simplify, we amalgamate nodes and arcs in statements that hold for both sets, by omitting the indices \(E\) and \(V\).

\(^4\)i.e. if \(l_H(g(x)) = \bot\) for all \(x\) in \(G\backslash \text{Dom}(l_G)\)
A diagram of graph morphisms, as Figure 5(a), is a pushout if (i) \( K \to R \to H = K \to D \to H \) and (ii) for every pair of graph morphisms \((R \to H', D \to H')\) with \( K \to R \to H' = K \to D \to H' \), there is a unique morphism \( H \to H' \) such that \( R \to H' = R \to H \to H' \) and \( D \to H' = D \to H \to H' \). The same diagram is a pullback if property (i) holds and (iii) if for every pair of graph morphisms \((K' \to R, K' \to D)\) with \( K' \to R \to H = K' \to D \to H \), there is a unique morphism \( K' \to K \) such that \( K' \to R = K' \to K \to R \) and \( K' \to D = K' \to K \to D \). A pushout is natural if it is also a pullback.

\[
\begin{align*}
K & \xrightarrow{r} R \\
D & \xrightarrow{\varphi} H \\
\end{align*}
\[
\begin{align*}
L & \xleftarrow{\varphi} K \xleftarrow{r} R \\
G & \xleftarrow{\varphi} D \xleftarrow{r} H
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5: A diagram and a direct derivation

**Definition 2 (Direct derivation).** A direct derivation from a graph \( G \) to a graph \( H \) via a rule \( r : L \leftarrow K \leftarrow R \) consists of two natural pushouts as Figure 5(b), where \( m : L \to G \), called the match morphism, is injective. We write \( G \Rightarrow_{r,m} H \) if there exists such a direct derivation.

In [14], authors studied under which conditions usual constructions in the category of totally labeled graphs such as pushouts, pullbacks or direct derivations can be transposed into the category of partially labeled graphs. A match morphism \( m : L \to G \) satisfies the dangling condition with respect to the inclusion \( L \leq K \), if no node in \( m(L) \setminus m(K) \) is incident to an arc in \( G \setminus m(L) \). Given a rule \( r : L \leftarrow K \leftarrow R \) and a match morphism \( m : L \to G \), there exists a direct derivation as in Figure 5(b) if and only if \( m \) satisfies the dangling condition. Moreover, in this case, \( D \) and \( H \) are unique up to isomorphism, and \( H \) is totally labeled if and only if \( G \) is totally labeled.

### 2.3. Graph transformation with variables

To meet the various application needs, graph transformations have been enriched with variables to make them generic. Intuitively, rules with variables describe as many concrete rules as there are possibilities to instantiate variables with concrete elements. Variable types have various purposes. For example, attribute variables allow label computations [19] or labeling constraints [20, 21], while graph variables [22, 23] and hyperedge variables [24, 25] allow structural transformations.

In this article, we will use the framework for graph transformation with variables introduced in [15]. We briefly describe its main elements: rule scheme, instantiation, and rule application.

**Rule scheme.** The sets \( C_V \) and \( C_E \) of node and arc labels are extended by a set \( X \) of variable names. Graphs built over \( X \) are called graph schemes. Then a rule scheme is a rule \( r : L \leftarrow K \leftarrow R \) where \( L, K \), and \( R \) are graph schemes. The kernel \( G \) of \( G \) is the graph obtained by removing all labels that contain a variable occurrence.

**Instantiation.** A substitution function \( \sigma \) specifies how variable names occurring in a rule scheme are substituted. The instantiation of a rule scheme \( r : L \leftarrow K \leftarrow R \) according to \( \sigma \) defines a particular rule instance \( r_\sigma : L_\sigma \leftarrow K_\sigma \leftarrow R_\sigma \) in which \( L_\sigma, K_\sigma \) and \( R_\sigma \) result from the substitution of variables in \( L, K, R \) by their images by \( \sigma \). Note that \( r_\sigma \) is a rule without variables as defined in Definition 1.

**Rule application.** Let \( G \) be a graph, and \( r : L \leftarrow K \leftarrow R \) be a rule scheme.
1. Identify a kernel match \( m : L \to G \) of the kernel \( L \) of \( L \) in \( G \) (if it exists);
2. If possible, find a substitution \( \sigma \) such that there exists a morphism \( m : L_\sigma \to G \) extending \( m \);
3. Construct the instance \( r_\sigma : L_\sigma \leftarrow K_\sigma \leftarrow R_\sigma \) and apply \( r_\sigma \) to get the direct derivation \( G \Rightarrow_{r_\sigma,m} H \).
In [15], this framework is used for three types of variables with specific purposes: attribute variables, clone variables and graph variables. In [6, 26], we introduced another type of variables that will be presented in Section 3.3. Called topological variables, they allow to generically define topological structure transformations (e.g. for the face triangulation of Figure 2, define the face subdivision independently of the face configuration: triangle, square, polyhedron, etc.).

For the embedding aspect of geometric operations, we first thought that the attribute variables of [15] were expressive enough. Their usage is illustrated by the rule scheme of Figure 6. For the matched arc, the new label of the target node becomes the sum of the initial label of the source node and of the initial label of the arc. Intuitively, the application of this rule scheme to a graph allows to derive the previous rule of Figure 4, according that + is evaluated as the usual addition operation.

But attribute variables do not exactly fit our usage as we need to access the node labels through the node names to allow topological structure traversal (e.g. to access the adjacent face color in the case of the colored triangulation given in the introduction). In the sequel, we will introduce dedicated variables, but, roughly speaking, they will come down to attribute variable indirections in the most basic cases. Note also that by convention, rule schemes will be identified by dotted double lines circling their nodes.

2.4. Data types

We note also that by convention, rule schemes will be identified by dotted double lines circling their nodes (see Figure 6) while single dotted lines are used for rule instance graphs (see Figure 4).

In our setting, objects will be modeled by labeled graphs whose nodes are labeled by geometric or dedicated data (thereafter referred to as embedding) such as the color of a face or the 2D position of a point. These data are clearly typed and provided with functions to perform computations on them.

In addition, as a same embedding value can appear multiple times in an object (e.g. in the transformed object of Figure 2, two faces have the same color), we need to identify these multiple occurrences when collecting object embedding values. We therefore consider for each type $\tau$, the type $\tau^*$, multiset of elements of type $\tau$. A multiset may be viewed as a function that associates its multiplicity (a natural number) to each element. We use the following notation: $\emptyset$ for the empty multiset (of any type $\tau^*$), $[a_1, \ldots, a_p]$ for a multiset with $p$ occurrences of elements of type $\tau$. For example, the multiset that contains the element $A$ with the multiplicity 1, the element $B$ with the multiplicity 2, and where all other elements are of multiplicity 0, is denoted $[A, B, B]$. Similarly, the multiset of face colors of the transformed object of Figure 2 is denoted $[\bullet, \bullet, \bullet, \bullet]$.

We then present the main elements of term construction and evaluation.

**Signature.** A data type signature $\Omega = (S, F)$ consists of a set $S$ of type names and a family of function names provided with a profile on $S \cup S^*$ where $S^* = \{s^* \mid s \in S\}$ is the set of multisets over types in $S$. A function name $f$ provided with a profile $s_1 \ldots s_{m+1}$ with $s_i \in S \cup S^*$ for $i \in 1..m+1$ is denoted $f : s_1 \times \ldots \times s_m \to s_{m+1}$.

**Terms.** For an $S$-indexed family $X = \prod_{s \in S} X_s$ of variables, the set $T_\Omega(X) = \prod_{s \in S \cup S^*} T_\Omega(X)_s$ of terms over $\Omega$ is the least set satisfying:

- for all variables $x$ in $X_s$, $x \in T_\Omega(X)_s$;
- for all function names $f : s_1 \times \ldots \times s_m \to s_{m+1}$ in $F$, for all terms $t_1 \in T_\Omega(X)_{s_1}, \ldots, t_m \in T_\Omega(X)_{s_m}$, then $f(t_1, \ldots, t_m) \in T_\Omega(X)_{s_{m+1}}$.

We note $t : s$ a term $t$ in $T_\Omega(X)_s$. 

![Figure 6: A rule scheme with attribute variables](image-url)


**Algebra.** An $\Omega$-algebra $A$ consists of an $S$-indexed family of nonempty sets $\bigsqcup_{s \in S} A_s$ and for each $f : s_1 \times \ldots \times s_m \rightarrow s_{m+1}$ in $F$, of a function $f^A : A_{s_1} \times \ldots \times A_{s_m} \rightarrow A_{s_{m+1}}$ where for $s_i \in S^\bullet$, that is $s_i = s^\bullet$ for some $s$ in $S$, $A_s = \{ \{ a_0, \ldots , a_p \} | 0 \leq p, \forall k \in 0..p, a_k \in A_s \}$.

**Evaluation.** For $\sigma = \prod_{s \in S} \sigma_s$, an $S$-indexed family of assignments $\sigma_s : X_s \rightarrow A_s$, the evaluation $\sigma : \Omega(X) \rightarrow A$, of a term $t : s$ is defined as:

- for all variables $x$ in $X_s$, $\sigma(x) = \sigma_s(x)$;
- for all function names $f : s_1 \times \ldots \times s_m \rightarrow s_{m+1}$ in $F$ and all terms $t_1 : s_1, \ldots , t_m : s_m$, $\sigma(f(t_1, \ldots , t_m)) = f^A(\sigma(t_1), \ldots , \sigma(t_m))$.

In order to design a modeling operation, the user is expected to provide both a data type signature $\Omega = (S, F)$ and an $\Omega$-algebra $A$, with all the data types and functions required by its application domain to define its modeling operations. In the sequel, the considered user types are $\text{point}_2D$, $\text{vector}_2D$ and $\text{color}$, that respectively model 2D point positions, 2D vectors and face colors. They are provided with all classical functions such as $+ : \text{point}_2D \times \text{vector}_2D \rightarrow \text{point}_2D$ that represents the translation of a point by a vector, $\text{center} : \text{point}_2D \times \text{point}_2D \rightarrow \text{point}_2D$ that computes the center of two points, $\text{bary} : \text{point}_2D^\bullet \rightarrow \text{point}_2D$ that computes the barycenter of a multiset of points, or $\text{mix} : \text{color} \times \text{color} \rightarrow \text{color}$ that defines the average color of two given colors. The algebra $A$ will be left implicit. When needed, the carrier set $A_\tau$ of a data type $\tau$ will be simply denoted $[\tau]$.

3. **Topological generalized maps as partially labeled graphs**

In topology-based modeling, objects are defined according to:

- their topological structure - i.e. their cell subdivision (vertices, edges, faces, volumes) and the adjacency relations between these cells; for example, the three objects of Figure 7(a) have the same topological structure: a closed face $F$ that contains four edges and four vertices;
- their embedding, which includes all other types of information attached to their topological cells, including the geometric informations required to capture their shape; for the objects of Figure 7(a), geometric points are attached to topological vertices and colors are attached to faces.

![Figure 7: Object inconsistencies](image)

There are many topological structures that allow one to represent different classes of objects: tetrahedral [27] or polyhedral [28, 29, 10], fixed dimension (2D [28] or 3D [29]) or dimension-independent [27, 10], and most of them can be seen as a particular class of graphs. Among those, we choose the topological model of generalized maps (or G-maps) [5, 10] because its mathematical definition can be rather easily encoded within a formal framework. In G-maps, the topological structure is handled by both the graph structure and the arc labels, while the embedding is defined by the node labels.

More precisely, the class of G-maps that represents valid objects is defined by labeling constraints. Hence, to define modeling operations with graph transformations, we investigate under which conditions G-map constraints, and so object consistency, are preserved along transformations. Examples of inconsistencies are given in Figure 7: an edge with a single extremity instead of two, or two faces glued along a vertex instead of an edge are topological inconsistencies, while a face embedded with two colors instead of one, or without any defined color are embedding inconsistencies.
3.1. Generalized maps

The representation of an object as a G-map intuitively comes from its decomposition into topological cells (vertices, edges, faces, volumes, etc.). For example, the 2D topological object of Figure 8(a) can be decomposed into a 2-dimensional G-map. The object is first decomposed into faces in Figure 8(b). These faces are linked along their common edge with a 2-relation: the index 2 indicates that two cells of dimension 2 (faces) share an edge. In the same way, faces are split into edges connected with the 1-relation in Figure 8(c). At last, edges are split into vertices by the 0-relation to obtain the 2-G-map of Figure 8(d). Nodes obtained at the end of the process are the G-map ones and the different i-relations become labeled arcs: for a 2-dimensional G-map, i belongs to \( \{0, 1, 2\} \).

G-maps are therefore particular graphs whose arcs are labeled by integers: for a dimension \( n \), \( n \)-G-maps are partially labeled graphs such that arcs are totally labeled in \( \mathbb{C}_E = [0, n] \) where \( [0, n] \) is the interval of integers between 0 and \( n \). G-maps are non-oriented graphs: thus, for each \( i \)-arc of source \( v \), of target \( v' \), there is also a corresponding reversed \( i \)-arc of source \( v' \) and target \( v \). As usual, double reversed arcs are graphically represented by non oriented arcs (see Figure 8(d)). Note that in order to be more readable, in all figures given subsequently, we use the graphical codes introduced in Figure 8 (black line for 0-arcs, red dashed line for 1-arcs and blue double line for 2-arcs) instead of writing a label near the corresponding arc. So, the way non-oriented arcs will be drawn will implicitly indicate their label values.

Topological cells are not explicitly represented in G-maps but implicitly defined as subgraphs. They can be computed using graph traversals defined by an originating node and a given set of arc labels. For example, in Figure 9(a), the 0-cell (vertex) adjacent to \( e \) is the subgraph which contains \( e \), the nodes that can be reached from node \( e \) using 1-arcs or 2-arcs (nodes \( c, e, g \) and \( i \)) and the arcs themselves. This subgraph is denoted by \( G(1 \ 2)(e) \), or simply \( (1 \ 2)(e) \) if the context (graph \( G \)) is obvious, and models the vertex \( B \) of Figure 8(a). In Figure 9(b), the 1-cell adjacent to \( e \) (edge \( w \)) is the subgraph \( G(0 \ 2)(e) \) that contains node \( e \) and nodes reachable through 0-arcs and 2-arcs (nodes \( e, f, g \) and \( h \)), and the corresponding arcs. Finally, in Figure 9(c), the 2-cell adjacent to \( e \) (face \( F \)) is the subgraph denoted by \( (0 \ 1)(e) \) and built from node \( e \) with 1-arcs and 2-arcs.
In fact, topological cells (face, edge or vertex) are particular cases of orbits denoting subgraphs built from an originating node and a set of labels. The different orbit types of an $n$-G-map are all possible subsets of $[0, n]$ and are classically denoted by an ordered word $o$ of label placed in brackets $(o)$. In addition to the already mentioned orbit types $(0 1)$ for face, $(0 2)$ for edge, $(1 2)$ for vertex), let us give some other examples of orbit types: the orbit $(0)(e)$ in Figure 9(d) represents the half-edge adjacent to $e$, and the orbit $(0 1 2)(e)$ in Figure 9(e) represents the whole connected component.

The following definition introduces the notions of topological graphs (which include G-maps but also their transformation patterns), orbits, orbit equivalences, and orbit completions. In particular, this last two notions will be useful later in the article to handle embedding transformations. Note also that according to the notation commonly used in geometric modeling, the arc labeling function of topological graph is denoted by $\alpha$.

**Definition 3** ($n$-topological graph and orbit). A partially labeled graph $G = (V, E, s, t, l, \alpha)$ is an $n$-dimensional topological graph if the arc labeling function $\alpha$ is a total function with codomain $C_E = [0, n]$.

For $(o)$ an orbit type of dimension $n$, let $\equiv_{G(o)}$ be the equivalence orbit relation defined on $V \times V$ as the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure built from arcs with labels in $o$, i.e., ensuring that for each arc $e$ of $G$ labeled by a letter in $o$, we have $s(e) \equiv_{G(o)} t(e)$.

For any node $v$ of $G$, the $(o)$-orbit (or simply orbit) of $G$ adjacent to $v$ is denoted by $G(o)(v)$ and is defined as the subgraph of $G$ whose set of nodes is the equivalence class of $v$ using the equivalence relation $\equiv_{G(o)}$, whose set of arcs are those labeled on $o$ between nodes of $G(o)(v)$, and such that source, target, labeling functions are the restrictions of the corresponding functions of $G$. If the context is clear, $G(o)(v)$ is simply denoted $\langle v \rangle$.

More generally, for any subgraph $G' \hookrightarrow G$, the $(o)$-completion of $G'$ in $G$, denoted by $G(o)(G')$, is defined as the smallest subgraph of $G$ whose set of nodes is the set of nodes of all equivalence classes of $G'$ nodes using $\equiv_{G(o)}$, whose arcs are arcs of $G'$ together with all arcs of $G$ that are labeled by a label of $o$ and connect nodes of $G(o)(G')$, and such that source, target, labeling functions are the restrictions of the corresponding functions of $G$.

![Figure 10: Completions](image)

Let us take two examples to illustrate the notion of completion. The topological graph of Figure 10(a) is the $(1 2)$-completion of $(0 2)(e)$, i.e. the vertex completion of the edge adjacent to node $e$. Symmetrically, the Figure 10(b) presents the $(0 2)$-completion of the vertex $(1 2)(e)$.

Let us now give the consistency constraints that objects defined as G-maps must satisfy.

**Definition 4** (Generalized map). An $n$-dimensional generalized map, or $n$-G-map, is a partially labeled $n$-topological graph $G = (V, E, s, t, l, \alpha)$ that satisfies the following topological consistency constraints:
• Non-orientation constraint: $G$ is non-oriented,

• Adjacent arc constraint: each node is the source node of exactly $n + 1$ arcs respectively labeled from 0 to $n$,

• Cycle constraint: for every $i$ and $j$ such that $0 \leq i \leq i + 2 \leq j \leq n$, there exists a cycle labeled by $ijij$ starting from each node.

These constraints ensure that objects represented by embedded G-maps are consistent manifolds [9]. In particular, the cycle constraint ensures that in G-maps, two $i$-cells can only be adjacent along $(i - 1)$-cells. For instance, in the 2-G-map of Figure 8(d), the 0202-cycle constraint implies that faces are stuck along topological edges. Let us notice that thanks to loops (see 2-loops in Figure 8(d)), these three constraints also hold at the border of objects.

3.2. Basic topological transformations

Within a geometric modeler, operations defined on objects are called topological (respectively geometric) if their main purpose is to change the topological structure (respectively the embedding). Obviously, some operations fall under both aspects, as the rounding operation that consists in the replacement of a vertex or a sharp edge by a curved surface [30].

Roughly speaking, topological operations are applications that allow one to build new generalized maps from generalized maps. The definition of topological operations by graph transformation rules advantageously facilitates the study of stating whether or not the resulting graphs are also generalized maps. To achieve this, rules on generalized maps have to preserve by construction the topological constraints of Definition 4.

In previous works [11, 6, 12], we elaborated the following syntactic conditions that precisely ensure the preservation of topological consistency:

**Theorem 1 (Topological consistency preservation).** Let $r : L \leftrightarrow K \leftrightarrow R$ be a graph transformation rule, $G$ an $n$-G-map and $m : L \rightarrow G$ a match morphism.

The direct transformation $G \Rightarrow r \cdot m$ $H$ produces an $n$-G-map $H$ if the following conditions of topological consistency preservation are satisfied:

• Non-orientation condition: the three graphs $L$, $K$ and $R$ are non-oriented $n$-topological graphs.

• Adjacent arcs condition:
  - preserved nodes of $K$ are sources of arcs having the same labels in both the left-hand side $L$ and the right-hand side $R$;
  - removed nodes of $L \setminus K$ and added nodes of $R \setminus K$ must be source of exactly $n + 1$ arcs respectively labeled from 0 to $n$.

• Cycle condition: for all couple $(i, j)$ such $0 \leq i \leq i + 2 \leq j \leq n$,
  - any added node of $R \setminus K$ is the source of an $ijij$-cycle;
  - any preserved node of $K$ which is the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $L$, is also the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $R$;
  - any preserved node of $K$ which is not the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $L$ is source of the same $i$-arcs and $j$-arcs in $L$ and $R$.

The interested reader can find the proof of this theorem in [6]. In particular, we demonstrated that the dangling condition (see Subsection 2.2) is always ensured when a rule that satisfies those conditions is applied to a G-map.
Intuitively, the adjacent arcs condition (combined with the non-orientation condition) ensures that every node concerned by the rule application ends up being the source and the target of exactly one $i$-arc for each $i \in [0,n]$ in the transformed object. The first point requires that preserved nodes have their adjacent $i$-arcs in both sides of the rule. Indeed, by construction, $i$-arcs that are not matched by the rule are preserved in the transformed graph. For example, the rule of Figure 11(a) adds a 0-arc between nodes $e$ and $h$ in $R$ without matching any 0-arc in $L$. Consequently, in the resulting graph $H$, nodes $e$ and $h$ have both their original 0-arc issued from $G$ and the 0-arc added in $R$, and therefore $H$ is not a G-map. The second point requires that added or removed nodes have exactly one $i$-arc for each $i \in [0,n]$. Indeed, nodes can only be consistently added with all their adjacent arcs. Similarly, removing a node without matching a given $i$-arc would imply that an $i$-arc remains in the transformed G-map without one extremity.

The cycle condition ensures that every node transformed by the rule ends up belonging to an $ijij$-cycle for all $0 \leq i \leq i + 2 \leq j \leq n$. The first point requires that added nodes belong to an $ijij$-cycle in $R$, as all their adjacent arcs belong to $R$. For example, the rule of Figure 12(a) add two nodes $o$ and $p$ without their 0202-cycle in $R$. Consequently, they do not belong to such a cycle in the resulting graph $H$. The second point requires that preserved nodes which belong to an $ijij$-cycle in $L$ also belong to such a cycle in $R$. Similarly to the previous point, their adjacent $i$-arcs and $j$-arcs belong to $R$, therefore the $ijij$-cycle has to belong to $R$. The last point requires that preserved nodes which do not belong to an $ijij$-cycle in $L$ have their adjacent $i$-arcs and $j$-arcs also preserved. As a matter of fact, any modification of those arcs might break the $ijij$-cycle as it is only partially matched by the rule. For example, in Figure 12(b), by removing the 0-arc between nodes $e$ and $h$ in the rule, we break the 0202-cycle in the resulting graph $H$. 

Figure 11: Non-respect of adjacent arcs condition

Figure 12: Non-respect of cycle condition
3.3. Topological rule schemes

In previous works [11, 6, 12, 26], we introduced special variables, called topological variables, provided with an orbit type in order to abstract any orbit of the given type. Using such a variable, the rule scheme\(^5\) given in Figure 13(a) models the topological triangulation of any face (that is any cell of type \(\langle 0 \ 1 \rangle \)). When applied to a triangle face in Figure 13(b), it subdivides the triangle face in three new triangle faces. In the same way, it subdivides the square face of Figure 13(c) in four triangle faces. In this scheme, the topological variable is \(\langle 0 \ 1 \rangle\) in the left-hand side \(L\). It indicates which orbit is matched to be transformed. In \(K\) and \(R\), \(\langle 0 \rangle\), \(\langle 2 \rangle\) and \(\langle 1 \ 2 \rangle\) indicate how the arcs of the considered orbit should be modified.

More precisely, the rule scheme can be read as follows:

1. A face is matched in the object under transformation by the node \(a\) labeled in \(L\) with the orbit type \(\langle 0 \ 1 \rangle\);
2. In \(R\), each node of the matched face is preserved because of node \(a\), and duplicated twice, one copy for node \(b\) and one copy for node \(c\) in \(R\);
3. For the matched face, 0-arcs are conserved while 1-arcs are removed as \(a\) is relabeled in \(R\) by \(\langle 0 \_ \rangle\), in which the label 0 is preserved while the label 1 is replaced by an “empty” label \(\_\); similarly, for node \(b\), \(\langle \_ \ 2 \rangle\) denotes both removal of 0-arcs and 2-relabeling of 1-arcs while for the node \(c\), \(\langle 1 \ 2 \rangle\) denotes 1-relabeling of 0-arcs and 2-relabeling of 1-arcs;
4. At last, any node \(a\) of the matched face is linked to its image in copy \(b\) with a 1-arc, and all \(b\) and \(c\) images of a given node are linked together with a 0-arc.

In [6], we extended the conditions of Theorem 1 to rule schemes. Hence, those schemes provide an efficient implementation of topological modeling operations, as both the topological consistency of transformations and the dangling condition (that usually has a high detection cost) can be ensured by statically analyzing schemes.

Finally, note that the triangulation operation of Figure 13 is purely topological since we did not define a precise position for the created vertex. If one wants to specify that the new vertex should be located at the barycenter of the vertex positions associated to the triangulated face, the operation will become both geometric and topological. In the sequel, each time the topology will be modified, it will be done using rules satisfying conditions of Theorem 1 and thus without topological variables.

\(\text{Let us recall that rule schemes can be identified by the dotted double circle around } L, K, \text{ and } R.\)
4. Embedded generalized maps and their basic transformations

In the following, we will consider the two embedding data types on 2D objects illustrated in Figure 7(a) in Section 3 (2D points and colors). Most importantly, for pedagogical issue, we will consider them individually: we will either consider 2D geometric points attached to topological vertices or colors attached to faces. However, realistic objects handle simultaneously several data types holding on different topological cells.

4.1. Embedding representation

The topological structures of $n$-G-maps have been defined as labeled graphs where the arc label set is $C_E = [0, n]$. We complete here this definition with node labels to represent the embedding. We already sketched that every dedicated embedding has its own data type and is defined on a particular kind of topological cell: in our example, point are attached to vertices and colors to faces. More accurately, an embedding can be attached to any arbitrary orbit type (e.g. a speed to the connected compound orbit).

Consequently, the node labeling function that defines an embedding has to be typed in two ways: by the concerned topological orbit type and the used data type. We characterize such a node labeling function as an embedding operation $\pi : \langle o \rangle \rightarrow \tau$ where $\pi$ is the operation name, $\tau$ is its data type and $\langle o \rangle$ is its domain given as an $n$-dimensional orbit type. Hence, for a G-map embedded on an embedding $\pi : \langle o \rangle \rightarrow \tau$, the node label set $C_V$ is the set of values $\lfloor \tau \rfloor$ of type $\tau$ and when the profile of $\pi$ is obvious, the node labeling function is simply noted $\pi$. Thus, a G-map provided with a single embedding will be a particular case of partially labeled graph, generically denoted as a tuple $(V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$.

In this article, we consider the following embedding operations:

- $pt : \langle 1, 2 \rangle \rightarrow point_2D$ the embedding that associates 2-dimensional coordinates (values of type point_2D) with vertices ($\langle 1, 2 \rangle$-orbits) of 2-G-maps (see Figure 14(a));
- $col : \langle 0, 1 \rangle \rightarrow color$ the embedding that associates colors (values of type color) with faces ($\langle 0, 1 \rangle$-orbits) of 2-G-maps (see Figure 14(b)).

Moreover, as an embedding operation $\pi : \langle o \rangle \rightarrow \tau$ is characterized by its domain orbit, it is expected that in an embedded G-map $G = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$, all nodes of a common $\langle o \rangle$-orbit share the same label by $\pi$, also called $\pi$-label. For example, in Figure 14(a), nodes $c$, $e$, $g$ and $i$ that belong to the same vertex orbit $\langle 1, 2 \rangle$ are labeled by the same value $B$. Similarly, in Figure 14(b), nodes $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$, $e$ and $f$ that belong to the same face are labeled with the same yellow color. This property is captured by an embedding constraint that embedded G-maps have to satisfy [31].
Definition 5 (Embedded graph and embedded generalized map). Let $\pi : \langle o \rangle \to \tau$ be an embedding operation of dimension $n \geq 0$ with $\langle o \rangle$ an orbit type of dimension $n$ and $\tau$ a data type.

- Embedded graph: A graph embedded on $\pi$, or $\pi$-embedded graph, is an $n$-topological graph $G = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$ where $\pi$ labels nodes on $C_V = \lfloor \tau \rfloor$.

- Embedding consistency constraint: A $\pi$-embedded graph satisfies the embedding consistency constraint if for all nodes $v$ and $w$ such that $v \equiv \langle o \rangle w$, if $\pi(v) \neq \perp$ and $\pi(w) \neq \perp$, then $\pi(v) = \pi(w)$.

- Embedded G-map: A $\pi$-embedded G-map is an $n$-G-map embedded on $\pi$ satisfying the embedding consistency constraint and such that $\pi$ is a total function (i.e. $\text{Dom}(\pi) = V$).

Note that the embedding consistency constraint allows an orbit to be partially $\pi$-labeled as long as the defined $\pi$-labels are equal. This partial orbit labeling will be useful in the sequel to write rules. Conversely, as embedded G-maps are totally labeled, the embedding consistency constraint entails that all nodes of any $\langle o \rangle$-orbit share the embedding same value, i.e. for all nodes $v$ and $w$ such that $v \equiv \langle o \rangle w$, $\pi(v) = \pi(w)$ with $\pi(v) \neq \perp$.

Intuitively, the topological structure of any $\pi$-embedded graph $G$ can then be highlighted by forgetting node labels. For $G = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$, $G_\alpha = (V, E, s, t, \perp, \alpha)$ denotes the underlying topological structure where the everywhere undefined function $\perp$ replaces the node labeling function $\pi$.

For $\pi$-embedded graph $G$ that satisfies the embedding consistency constraint, the embedding structure can also be highlighted by applying a quotient application along $\langle o \rangle$-orbits. As $\equiv \langle o \rangle$ defines a partition of the set $V$ of nodes, it allows to build a quotient graph of $G$. For the quotient set of nodes, we consider the set of $\langle o \rangle$-orbits of $G$. As all nodes of an $\langle o \rangle$-orbit of $G$ share the same $\pi$-label, the resulting quotient node directly inherits this shared $\pi$-label. For the quotient set of arcs, we consider the set of arcs inherited from $G$ by redefining source and target nodes with their corresponding quotient nodes and by preserving their labels.

For example, the quotient along $\langle 1 \ 2 \rangle$-orbits of the embedded G-map of Figure 14(a) is the graph of Figure 15(a). As nodes $c$, $g$, $e$ and $i$ belong to the same vertex orbit, they share the same embedding $B$ and give rise to the $B$-labeled quotient node $v$ in Figure 15(a). The resulting quotient graph contains 5 nodes, one per $\langle 1 \ 2 \rangle$-orbit, with a well-defined $\pi$-label. Let us note that by construction, arcs with labels belonging to the orbit type $\langle 1 \ 2 \rangle$ become loops. As a consequence, all 1-arcs and 2-arcs adjacent to $c$, $e$, $g$ or $i$ are transformed into loops on node $v$ in the quotient graph.

Similarly, Figure 15(b) presents the quotient along $\langle 0 \ 1 \rangle$-orbits of the 2-G-map of Figure 14(b). Nodes $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$, $e$ and $f$ of the triangle face give rise to the yellow quotient node $a$ while the nodes of the square face give rise the blue quotient node $v$. 
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Definition 6 (Embedding quotient). Let $G = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$ be a graph embedded on $\pi : \langle o \rangle \to \tau$ that satisfies the embedding consistency constraint.

The $\pi$-quotient graph of $G$ is the graph $G/\pi = (V/\pi, E/\pi, s/\pi, t/\pi, \pi/\pi, \alpha/\pi)$ defined by:

- $V/\pi = V/\equiv_{\langle o \rangle}$;
- $E/\pi = E$ with $\forall e \in E/\pi, \alpha/\pi(e) = \alpha(e), s/\pi(e) = [s(e)]$ and $t/\pi(e) = [t(e)]$;
- for $[v]$ in $V/\equiv_{\langle o \rangle}, \pi/\pi([v]) = \pi(w)$ if there exists $w$ in $G/\langle o \rangle$ such that $\pi(w) \neq \bot$, otherwise $\pi/\pi([v]) = \bot$.

The $\pi$-quotient morphism $q : G \to G/\pi$ is defined by: $\forall v \in V, q_V(v) = [v]$ and $q_E = \text{id}$.

Note that as embedded G-maps both satisfy the embedding consistency constraint and are totally labeled, their quotient graphs are also totally labeled.

4.2. Basic embedding transformations

As $\pi$-embedded G-maps constitute a particular class of partially labeled graphs, we now investigate how modeling operations on embedded G-maps that modify their geometry using graph transformation rules (see Definition 1). To illustrate this section, we consider the two operations given in Figure 16 that apply on objects with the point embedding $pt : \langle 1 2 \rangle \to \text{point}_2D$. The vertex translation of Figure 16(a) is a purely geometric operation as it does not affect the topological structure. Point $B$ is translated to $F$. Conversely, the edge folding of Figure 16(b) affects both the topological structure and the embedding. An edge of the square face is split into two edges by introducing a new vertex which is embedded by the $\text{point}_2D$ value $G$.

In this section, we explore to what extent basic geometric modeling operations designed for a particular embedded G-map can be defined as basic graph transformations as introduced in Definition 1. The key point is to ensure that consistency constraints of embedded G-maps are preserved along rules applications, provided that rules satisfy some syntactic conditions.

In the same way that we gave in Theorem 1 syntactic conditions for the preservation of topological consistency constraints, we here investigate syntactic conditions to ensure that embedded G-maps are transformed into embedded G-maps. Let us take the example of the vertex translation of Figure 16(a). Intuitively, we could consider at first sight the rule of Figure 17(a). Unfortunately, such a rule is not appropriate for our needs. Indeed, by matching node $e$ of the rule of Figure 17(a) with node $e$ of the G-map of Figure 14(a), its application results in the graph given in Figure 17(b). Clearly, this graph does not satisfy the embedding consistency constraint as node $e$ does not have the same label than the other nodes of its vertex orbit ($c$, $g$ and $i$).

---

6Let $X$ be a set and $\equiv$ an equivalent relation on $X$, the equivalence class $[x]$ of any element $x \in X$ is defined as $[x] = \{y \in X \mid x \equiv y\}$, and the quotient set $X/\equiv$ is the set $\{[x] \mid x \in X\}$.
To avoid this, all node labels of an embedding orbit should be modified simultaneously and in the same manner. For example, the rule of Figure 18(a) matches (respectively rewrites) a full vertex orbit in $L$ (respectively in $R$): indeed, all nodes are connected with both 1-arcs and 2-arcs. In fact, both $L$ and $R$ are full $\langle 1\ 2 \rangle$-orbit. Thus, the application of this rule to the $pt$-embedded 2-G-map of Figure 14(a) along the identity match morphism gives the $pt$-embedded 2-G-map of Figure 18(b). The following theorem introduces syntactic conditions on rules that ensure embedding consistency preservation.

**Theorem 2 (Preservation of the embedding consistency).** Let $\pi : \langle o \rangle \to \tau$ be an embedding operation, $r : L \leftrightarrow K \leftrightarrow R$ be a $\pi$-embedded graph transformation rule that satisfies conditions of topological consistency preservation, $G$ a $\pi$-embedded G-map and $m : L \to G$ a match morphism.

The direct transformation $G \Rightarrow^{r,m} H$ produces a $\pi$-embedded G-map if the following conditions of embedding consistency preservation are satisfied:

- Embedding consistency: $L$, $K$ and $R$ satisfy the embedding consistency constraint of Definition 5.
- Full match of transformed embeddings: if $v$ is a node of $K$ such that $\pi_L(v) \neq \pi_R(v)$, then every node of $R(o)(v)$ is labeled and is the source of exactly one $i$-arc for each $i$ of $\langle o \rangle$.
- Labeling of extended embedding orbits: if $v$ is a node of $K$ and there exits a node $w$ in $R(o)(v)$ such that $w$ is not in $L(o)(v)$, then there exist $v'$ in $K$ with $v' \equiv_{L(o)} v$ and $v' \equiv_{R(o)} v$ such that $\pi_L(v') \neq \perp$.

The first of these conditions is straightforward: it requires that all parts of the rule satisfy the embedding consistency constraint. For example, the rule of Figure 19(a) breaks this condition as it adds to the G-map a new vertex (nodes $o$, $p$, $q$ and $r$) embedded with two different points $F$ and $G$. 

---
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The second condition forbids the partial redefinition of the embedding shared by an \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit as it would break the embedding consistency. If a preserved node has a transformed embedding, then its \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit in \( R \) is a totally labeled full orbit. The rule of Figure 17(a) falls in this case as node \( e \) has its label changed from \( B \) to \( F \) without fully matching the topological vertex (1-arc and 2-arc are missing). Hence, an embedding value can only be modified if it is modified for the whole support orbit.

The last condition forbids the extension of an \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit (by adding new nodes or merging with another \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit) without matching the existing embedding value of the orbit. For example, the rule of Figure 19(b) breaks this condition as an half-edge whose embedding is unmatched is added to another half-edge whose vertices are embedded by the two points \( F \) and \( G \). Therefore, the application of this rule to the object of Figure 14(a) along the identity morphism would break the embedding consistency: e.g. node \( b \) would be labeled by \( A \) while its added 2-neighbor \( u \) would be labeled by \( F \). As this third condition entails that nodes \( b \) and \( d \) are labeled in \( L \) (and thus in \( R \)), the rule labeling should be completed. In \( R \), nodes \( b \) and \( d \) should be respectively labeled by \( F \) and \( G \) due to the embedding consistency condition. In \( L \), they should also be labeled by \( F \) and \( G \) as the condition of full match of transformed embeddings prevents to change their labels while the two vertex orbits are not fully matched by the rule (1-neighbors of \( b \) and \( d \) are not matched).

**Proof.** Let \( \pi : \langle o \rangle \to \tau \) be an embedding operation, \( r : L \leftrightarrow K \to R \) be a graph transformation rule that satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation, \( G \) a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map and \( m : L \to G \) a match morphism. We consider the following direct transformation:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\downarrow m \quad (1) \quad b \\
\text{G} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow \text{K} \\
\rightarrow \text{R} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \pi \text{-embedded G-map} \\
\downarrow \pi \text{-embedded G-map} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow \text{D} \\
\rightarrow \text{H} \\
\end{array}
\]

In double-pushout transformation, each element of \( H \) (node, arc, or label) comes either from the right-hand side of the rule \( R \), or from the graph \( G \) (through \( D \)), or from both. Therefore, to check whether two nodes of \( H \) linked with an arc labeled in \( \langle o \rangle \) are labeled with the same embedding value, the proof considers all cases for the arc source, target and labelling.

Since the rule \( r \) satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1, the direct transformation \( G \Rightarrow r \cdot m \) \( H \) is well-defined (i.e. the dangling condition is satisfied) and the resulting graph \( H \) is an \( n \)-G-map. Moreover, with the result of [14] stating that total labeling is preserved by rule application, we know that \( H \) is totally labeled, in particular that \( \pi \) is defined on every node of \( H \).

It remains to prove that thanks to the conditions listed in Theorem 2, \( H \) is a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map.

We then show by exhaustion\(^7\) that for any label \( i \) of the orbit type \( \langle o \rangle \), and for any \( i \)-arc \( e \) of \( H \), the source node \( v \) of \( e \) and the target node \( w \) of \( e \) have the same defined \( \pi \)-label, i.e. \( \pi_H(v) = \pi_H(w) \). As this will ease some symmetrical cases, let us note that thanks to the non-orientation preservation (see Theorem 1), \( e \) has always a symmetric \( i \)-arc with source \( w \) and target \( v \) in \( H \) and also in \( D \) (resp. \( G \)) if \( e \) is also an arc of \( D \) (resp. \( G \)).

---

\(^7\)Cases are hierarchically numbered to ease proof commentary.
1 • If e has no antecedent in R, e only comes from G. More precisely, e, v and w are respectively arc and nodes of D and G.

1.1 • If both v and w have no antecedent in R. Then v (resp. w) has the same π-label in G (πG(v) = πH(v) and πG(w) = πH(w)), D and H. As G is a π-embedded G-map, πG(v) = πG(w). Therefore πH(v) = πH(w).

1.2 • If both v and w have two antecedents v’ and w’ in R. Because of the adjacent arcs condition of Theorem 1, R has no i-arc neither with source v’ nor w’. And thus R(⟨).v’⟩ and R(⟨).w’⟩ are not full orbits. Because of the condition of full match of transformed embeddings, v’ and w’ are preserved nodes with preserved π-labels, i.e. πL(v’) = πR(v’) and πL(w’) = πR(w’). Thus v and w have the same defined π-label in G and H, i.e. πG(v) = πH(v) and πG(w) = πH(w). As G is a π-embedded G-map, πG(v) = πG(w) and therefore πH(v) = πH(w).

1.3 • If v has an antecedent v’ in R, and w has no antecedent in R. According to 1.1, w has the same defined π-labels in G and H (πG(w) = πH(w)). According to 1.2, v has the same defined π-labels in G and H (πG(v) = πH(v)). Finally, as G is a π-embedded G-map, πG(v) = πG(w) and therefore πH(v) = πH(w).

1.4 • If v has no antecedent in R and w has an antecedent in R, this case is similar to case 1.3.

2 • If e has an antecedent e’ in R. Let v’ and w’ be respectively the source and target nodes of e’ in R.

2.1 • If both v’ and w’ have defined π-labels in R, i.e. πR(v’)  ̸= ⊥ and πR(w’)  ̸= ⊥. Thanks to the embedding consistency condition, v’ and w’ have the same defined π-label, πR(v’) = πR(w’) and therefore πH(v) = πH(w).

2.2 • If both v’ and w’ have undefined π-labels in R, i.e. πR(v’) = ⊥ and πR(w’) = ⊥. Thanks to the rule definition (see Definition 1), v’ and w’ are nodes of K and thus of L, with πL(v’) = ⊥ and πL(w’) = ⊥. Then v and w also come from G, but not necessarily from the same (o)-orbit.

2.2.1 • If v’ and w’ do not come from the same (o)-orbit, i.e. v’ ̸= L(o) w’. Thanks to the condition of labeling of extended embedding orbits, there exists x’ ∈ K with x’ ≡L(o) v’ and x’ ≡R(o) v’ such that πL(x’) ̸= ⊥ and therefore πR(x’) ̸= ⊥. Symmetrically, there exists y’ ∈ K with y’ ≡L(o) v’ and y’ ≡R(o) v’ such that πL(y’) ̸= ⊥ and therefore πR(y’) ̸= ⊥. Moreover, as x’ ≡R(o) y’, the embedding consistency condition ensures that πR(x’) = πR(y’). Thanks to the condition of full match of transformed embeddings, x’ and y’ have their π-label preserved by the rule as their (o)-orbit in R is not totally labeled, and therefore πL(x’) = πL(y’) (both defined). As v’ ≡L(o) x’ and w’ ≡L(o) y’, we have v ≡G(o) x and v ≡G(o) y with x and y the respective images of x’ and y’ in G. Then because G is a π-embedded G-map, πG(v) = πG(x) and πG(w) = πG(y) and therefore πH(v) = πH(w).

2.2.2 • If v’ and w’ come from the same (o)-orbits, i.e. v’ ≡L(o) w’. Then v ≡G(o) w and because G is a π-embedded G-map, πG(v) = πG(w) and then πH(v) = πH(w).

2.3 • If v’ has a defined π-label in R but not w’, i.e. πR(v’) ̸= ⊥ and πR(w’) = ⊥. Thanks to the rule definition, w’ is a node of K and thus of L with πL(v’) = ⊥. Because of the condition of full match of transformed embeddings, v’ can not be an added node and is therefore also a node of K and thus of L with πL(v’) ̸= ⊥. The demonstration is then similar to 2.2 •, with two cases depending on whether v’ and w’ come from the same (o)-orbit, but using directly v’ instead of x’ as it is labeled.

2.4 • If w’ has a defined π-label in R but not v’, i.e. πR(w’) ̸= ⊥ and πR(v’) = ⊥, this case is similar to case 2.3.

By transitivity of arcs labeled in ⟨o⟩, all nodes v and w of H in the same ⟨o⟩-orbit (v ≡H⟨o⟩ w) have the same defined π-label, i.e. πH(v) = πH(w). Thus H is a π-embedded G-map.
Let us illustrate some of the previous cases with the example of Figure 20 that details the application of the edge folding operation presented in Figure 16(b) on the embedded G-map of Figure 14(a). The 1-arc that links nodes $a$ and $b$ in $H$ falls into the trivial case 1.1. The arc and the two nodes belong to object $G$ and are not matched by the rule. As $G$ satisfies the embedding consistency constraint of embedded G-maps, nodes $a$ and $b$ have the same $pt$-label in $G$ and therefore in $H$. The 1-arc that links nodes $i$ and $g$ in $H$ falls into the case 1.3, as the arc and node $g$ are not matched by the rule, conversely to node $i$. As the vertex orbit that contains both nodes $i$ and $g$ in $G$ is not fully matched, the condition of the full match of transformed embeddings prevents the rule to modify the $pt$-labels of node $i$. This ensures that nodes $i$ and $g$ have the same $pt$-label in $H$ as they have the same $pt$-label in $G$. Finally, the 1-arc that links nodes $u$ and $v$ with define labels in $H$ falls into the case 2.1 and the embedding consistency condition ensures that their $\pi$-labels are equal in $R$.

5. Rule schemes

This section introduces the rule scheme syntax that allows us to define modeling operations independently from the object embedding values. Following the approach of [15], this syntax includes the use of dedicated variables.

5.1. Node variables

As mentioned in Section 2, attribute variables of [15] do not exactly fit our usage. Computing the new embedding requires both to access the existing embedding (node labels in the transformed object) and to traverse the topological structure (neighboring nodes in the transformed object). Therefore, taking benefit from G-maps regular structures, this article introduces new variables called node variables and provides dedicated operators. Instead of defining a new set of variable names, this approach consists in directly using the identifiers of the nodes of $L$ as variables, and therefore variable names freely exist for all transformation.
The rule schemes of Figure 21 respectively define the translation of a vertex and the folding of an edge, both previously illustrated in Figure 16. Scheme nodes are labelled with terms\(^{8}\) upon node variables of \(L\), allowing both to match the existing embedding and to express the new embedding computation. In Figure 21(a), the term \(e.pt\) in \(L\) gives access to the 2D position associated to the matched vertex, while the term \(e.pt + \vec{v}\) defines in \(R\) the new position for the translated point\(^{9}\). At scheme application, the node variable \(e\) of \(L\) will be substituted by the node matched by \(e\) in the transformed object. The operator \(e.pt\) (resp. \(e.\pi\)) will then simply grant access to its \(pt\)-label (resp. \(\pi\)-label). Similarly in Figure 21(b), \(i.pt\) and \(k.pt\) are the two positions associated to the matched edge and \(center(i.pt, k.pt)\) defines the corresponding center.

![Figure 22: Face triangulations on the color embedding](image)

As described in Section 3, \(n\)-G-maps are highly regular graphs. Every node has \(n + 1\) neighbors respectively connected by 0, 1, \(\ldots\), \(n\). Therefore, for all \(i\) in \([0, n]\), we can define an \(\alpha_i\) operator on node variables that gives access to their unique \(i\)-neighbor. Let us consider the face triangulation of Figure 22 in the case of the color embedding \(col : (0 \ 1) \to color\). To smooth face colors, each created triangle is colored by the mix between the original color of the triangulated face and the color of its adjacent face. Using the \(\alpha_2\) operator to access adjacent faces, this operation is defined by the rule scheme of Figure 23(b). In the term \(v = mix(e.col, e.\alpha_2.col)\) that defines the color of the bottom face, \(e.e_2\) allows the access to the 2-neighbor of \(e\) in the transformed object. At application to the object of 23(a) along the identity morphism (as in Figure 22(a)), this neighbor is \(g\) and the face color is therefore defined as \(mix(e.col, g.col) = mix(\bullet, \bullet) = \bullet\). Similarly, if the scheme is applied as in Figure 22(b) with a match morphism that associates node \(e\) in the rule with node \(l\) in the transformed object, the face color is defined as \(mix(l.col, l.\alpha_2.col) = mix(\bullet, \bullet) = \bullet\). Finally, note that the case of nodes without adjacent face is covered thanks to the 2-loops - \(e.g.\) in the first case of Figure 22(a), the term \(u = mix(b.col, b.\alpha_2.col)\) is evaluated as \(mix(b.col, b.col) = mix(\bullet, \bullet) = \bullet\).

![Figure 23: Face triangulations of Figure 22 on a col-embedded G-map](image)

\(^{8}\)Note that terms are detailed on top of the rules for readability purposes.
\(^{9}\)In accordance with Definition 1, rule nodes must be labeled in \(L\) in order to relabel them.
5.2. Collect operators

In addition to basic operators (, \( \pi \) and \( \alpha_i \)), we introduce operators that collect all the embedding values carried by a given orbit. Let us illustrate these operators with the face triangulation, but in the case of the point embedding \( pt : (1 \ 2) \rightarrow point_{2D} \). It is usually expected that the created vertex is positioned at the center of the triangulated face. For example, to triangulate the top triangle of the object of Figure 24(a), the added vertex should be positioned at the barycenter of \( A \), \( B \) and \( C \).

![Diagram of triangulation](image)

Figure 24: Face triangulation on a pt-embedded G-map

To compute this barycenter, the rule scheme of Figure 24 uses the operator \( pt_{(0 \ 1)} \) to collect the point values carried by the adjacent face (adjacent \( (0 \ 1) \)-orbit). At scheme application to the object of Figure 24(a) along the identity match morphism, \( pt_{(0 \ 1)}(a) \) will collect the multiset \([A, B, C]\). Similarly, its application to the second triangle will result in \([B, C, D]\). Intuitively, this operator is based on the quotient representation introduced in Definition 6 that associate each embedding orbit to a single node, and therefore to a single label.

Consequently, each point value appears only once in the resulting multisets regardless of how many times they appears in the object (e.g., \( A \) appears 4 times while \( B \) appears 6 times in Figure 24(a)). If a same point was collected multiple times, this would entail that multiple vertices would be embedded with this same point. In the case of geometrical points, we usually do not want two vertices to coincide. However, for most applicative data such as colors, quantities or densities, it is common that the same value appears multiple times in the modeled object. Let us consider the example of the operator \( col_{(0 \ 1 \ 2)} \) that collects the face colors of the adjacent connected component. The evaluation of \( col_{(0 \ 1 \ 2)}(a) \) on the colored object of Figure 23(a) results in the multiset \([\bullet, \bullet, \bullet, \bullet]\) in which \( \bullet \) has two occurrences as it labels two faces. More generally, for all embedding \( \pi \) and all orbit type \( \langle o \rangle \), we can define an operator \( \pi_{\langle o \rangle} \) on node variables that collects the embedding values of the adjacent \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit, regardless of embedding orbit sizes.

5.3. Terms and schemes

To sum up, node variables are available straightaway as they are the node identifiers of the left-hand side of the rule scheme \( L \), and they will be substituted by nodes of the transformed G-map at rule scheme application. New embedding values are defined by terms upon these nodes with the introduced G-map operators: the embedding access \( \pi \), the neighbor access \( \alpha_i \), and the collect of orbit embeddings \( \pi_{\langle o \rangle} \). Note that in addition to these operators, terms may include various operators and types provided by the user. For example, the translation scheme of Figure 21(a) uses the classical addition between a point and a vector, while the triangulation scheme of Figure 24(b) uses the operator \( bary \) that defines the barycenter of a point multiset. These operators and types provided by the user are referred in the following as the user signature.
As in Subsection 2.4, we define embedding terms on the user signature extended by the node variables (which dedicated type is denoted \textit{Node} and their operators.

\textbf{Definition 7 (Terms signature and rule schemes).} Let $\pi : (a) \rightarrow \tau$ be an embedding operation of dimension $n$.

\textbf{Terms signature.} Let $\Omega = (S, F)$ be a user signature with $S$ a set of type names including the $\pi$-type $\tau$ and $F$ a set of functions defined on $S \cup S^*$.

$\Omega_{Map} = (S_{Map}, F_{Map})$ is the embedding term signature extended on G-maps defined as $S_{Map} = S \cup \{\text{Node}\}$ and $F_{Map} = F \cup F_{\text{Node}}$ with $F_{\text{Node}}$ the set of function names that contains:

- $\pi : \text{Node} \rightarrow \tau$;
- $\alpha_i : \text{Node} \rightarrow \text{Node}$ for all $i \in [0, n]$;
- $\pi(\langle o \rangle) : \text{Node} \rightarrow \tau$ for all orbit type $\langle o \rangle$ of dimension $n$.

\textbf{Graph schemes.} Let $X$ be a set of node variables. A graph scheme $\mathcal{G} = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$ on $(\Omega, X)$ is a graph embedded on $\pi : (a) \rightarrow \tau(\Omega_{Map}(X))$.

\textbf{Rule schemes.} A rule scheme $r : L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R$ on $\Omega$ is a rule on graph schemes on $(\Omega, V_L)$ with $V_L$ the node set of $L$.

For example, the triangulation rule scheme of Figure 23(b) on $\Omega_{col} = (S_{col}, F_{col})$ such that $S_{col}$ includes the type color and $F_{col}$ includes the operation $\text{mix} : \text{color} \times \text{color} \rightarrow \text{color}$. Similarly, the rule scheme of Figure 24(b) on $\Omega_{pt} = (S_{pt}, F_{pt})$ such that $S_{pt}$ includes the type $\text{point}_{2D}$ and $F_{pt}$ includes the operation $\text{bary} : \text{point}_{2D} \rightarrow \text{point}_{2D}$.

5.4. Evaluation of embedding terms

At rule scheme application, embedding terms have to be evaluated on the embedded G-map under transformation. For example, when the triangulation scheme of Figure 24(b) is applied to the top triangle Figure 24(a), the term $\text{pt}(\langle 0 1 \rangle)(a)$ has to be evaluated by the point multiset $[A, B, C]$ in order to compute the barycenter. The evaluation of terms on G-maps operators is defined in the following definition as an extension of the algebra provided by the user on the signature $\Omega$ of his/her sorts and functions. More precisely, given a $\pi$-embedded G-map and an $\Omega$-algebra, we define the extended $\Omega_{Map}$-algebra on embedding terms (see Section 2.4).
Definition 8 (Algebra extension by a G-map). Let $G = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$ be an $n$-G-map embedded on $\pi : \langle v \rangle \rightarrow \tau$, $\Omega_\pi = (S_\pi, F_\pi)$ be a user signature and an $\Omega_\pi$-algebra $A$.

The extended algebra $A_\pi$ from $A$ by $G$ is the $\Omega_{Map}$-algebra defined as:

- $(A_\pi)_s = A_s$ for $s \in S_\pi \cup S_\pi^*$;
- $(A_\pi)_\text{Node} = V$;
- for each $f$ of $F_\pi$, $f^{A_\pi} = f^A$;
- $\pi^{A_\pi}$ is the labeling function $\pi$;
- for all $i \in [0, n]$, for each node $v \in V$, there exists a unique $i$-arc $e \in E$ such that $s(e) = v$ and the $\alpha_i^{A_\pi}$ function associates $v$ to $t(e)$;
- for all orbit type $\langle o' \rangle$, for each node $v \in V$, let $G(\langle o' \rangle)(v) = (V', E', s', t', \pi', \alpha')$ be the embedding quotient of the orbit graph, the $\pi(\langle o' \rangle)^{A_\pi}$ function associates $v$ to the label multiset of the orbit quotient $\{\pi'(v') \mid v' \in V'\}$.

In particular, the evaluation of collect operators is defined with the graph quotient introduced in Definition 6. For example, to evaluate the term $pt(\langle 0 1 \rangle)(a)$ for the object of Figure 25, we construct the quotient $\langle 0 1 \rangle(a)/pt$ of the orbit $\langle 0 1 \rangle(a)$. The term evaluation is then defined as the multiset of node labels of that quotient, i.e. $[A, B, C]$. Note that an algebra extension from a G-map is well defined. Especially, thanks to G-maps constraints, one node is the source of one and only one $i$-arc and so $\alpha_i^{A_\pi}$ is a well defined function. As a consequence, collect operators are also well defined functions.

![Two evaluations of the rule scheme Figure 23](image)

To be evaluated, a scheme only requires a kernel match as described in Subsection 2.3. In our case, we will use a match morphism of the topological structure of the left-hand-side $m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G$ in order to remove variable occurrences with node labels, while still properly matching the structure thanks to arc labels. Practically, the node matching part $m_\pi$ of this morphism will be directly used for the substitution $\sigma : X \rightarrow V_G$. For example, an identity match morphism between the rule scheme and the object of Figure 23 assigns the variables $a$, $b$ and $c$ to the nodes $a$, $b$ and $c$ of the object, resulting in the rule Figure 26(a). Similarly, the rule of Figure 26(b) result from a match morphism assigning those nodes to the nodes $i$, $g$ and $l$ of the object.

Definition 9 (Rule scheme evaluation). Let $G$ be a $\pi$-embedded G-map, $\Omega_\pi$ a user signature and $A$ an $\Omega_\pi$-algebra.

Graph scheme evaluation. Let $S = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha)$ be a graph scheme on $(\Omega_\pi, X)$ and $\sigma : X \rightarrow V_G$ an assignment of $X$. The evaluated graph $S^\sigma = (V, E, s, t, \pi^\sigma, \alpha)$ of $S$ along $\sigma$ is the $\pi$-embedded graph such as $\pi^\sigma(v) = \pi(\sigma(v))$ for each node $v \in V$.

Rule scheme evaluation. Let $r : L \leftarrow K \leftarrow R$ be a rule scheme on $\Omega_\pi$ and $m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G$ a kernel match morphism. The evaluated rule of $r$ along $m$ is the $\pi$-embedded rule $r^{m_\pi} : L^{m_\pi} \leftarrow K^{m_\pi} \leftarrow R^{m_\pi}$.

---

$^{10}$We note $\{\pi'(v') \mid v' \in V'\}$ the multiset of type $\pi^*$ such that for all $x : \tau$, the multiplicity of $x$ is equal to the number of node of $V'$ labeled by $x$. 
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6. Rule scheme instantiation

In this section, we define how rule schemes are instantiated without considering the consistency preservation which is postponed to Section 7.

6.1. Need for simplicity

\[ s = e. pt \]
\[ t = e. pt + \vec{v} \]

Figure 27: Expected rule scheme of the translation

So far, every considered operation has been defined in relation to the specific topological structure of the transformed object. This problem was illustrated in Section 4.2 by the rule of Figure 18 which specifically defines the translation for a vertex adjacent to three edges. This is very restrictive and counter-intuitive from a user-end perspective. On a semantic level, the translation of a vertex has a single meaning, independent from the number of adjacent edges. A user friendly rule scheme should be as simple as in Figure 27 in which a single node relabeling encodes a single embedding transformation.

Let us take a more significant example with the edge removal of Figure 28. This operation that will be the red line of this section involves both topological and embedding modifications: on the topological aspect, the edge is removed and the two adjacent faces are merged; on the embedding aspect, the color of the resulting face is obtained by mixing the colors of the two original faces.

\[ u = e. \text{col} \]
\[ v = g. \text{col} \]
\[ t = \text{mix}(e. \text{col}, g. \text{col}) \]

Figure 28: Edge removal on the color embedding

Figure 29: Rule scheme of the edge removal and its evaluation
Semantically, this operation does not depend on the configurations of the two faces and should be defined by the simple rule scheme of Figure 29(a). But similarly to the translation, the application of the evaluated rule of Figure 29(b) to the object of Figure 23(a) results in the inconsistent object of Figure 29(c). Indeed, the embedding modifications must be propagated to all nodes of the two faces in order to preserve the G-map consistency.

Therefore, it is the task of the instantiation process to extend the evaluated rule to propagate the embedding modification. In our example, the evaluated rule of Figure 29(b) has to be extended into the correct rule of Figure 29(d). This process is divided into two steps: the topological extension that matches all required nodes and the embedding propagation that ensures their consistent relabeling.

### 6.2. Topological extension

Intuitively, the topological extension uses the match morphism to complete the partial embedding orbits defined by the evaluated rule with the actual full orbits of the transformed G-map. First, the extension \( L \oplus m \) of the left-hand side is computed in Figure 30(a) by pushout between the topological structure of the \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit adjacent to the matched pattern \( G_{\alpha} \langle o \rangle (m(L_{\alpha}))_\alpha \), and the left-hand side of the evaluated rule \( L \). The full extended rule \( L^\oplus m \leftarrow K^\oplus m \rightarrow R^\oplus m \) is then computed in Figure 30(b) by application of the evaluated rule on the extended left-hand side.

**Definition 10 (Topological extension).** Let \( \pi : \langle o \rangle \rightarrow \tau \) be an embedding operation and \( m : L_{\alpha} \rightarrow G \) be a kernel morphism on a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map \( G \) for a rule \( r : L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R \).

Let \( L^\oplus m \) be the result of the pushout between \( m_{\langle o \rangle} : L_{\alpha} \rightarrow G_{\alpha} \langle o \rangle (m(L_{\alpha}))_\alpha \), the restriction of \( m \) to the topological structure of the \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbit adjacent to the matched pattern, and the inclusion \( L_{\alpha} \hookrightarrow L \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\xymatrix{ L_{\alpha} \ar[r]^<<<<<<<<<<<<< & L \ar[d]^{m_{\langle o \rangle}} \ar[d]_{m'} \\
G_{\alpha} \langle o \rangle (m(L_{\alpha}))_\alpha \ar[r]_{\uparrow} & L^\oplus m \ar[u]^{\uparrow} 
}
\end{align*}
\]

The topological extension of \( r \) along the match morphism \( m \) is the rule \( r^\oplus m : L^{\oplus m} \leftarrow K^{\oplus m} \rightarrow R^{\oplus m} \) defined by the following direct transformation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\xymatrix{ L_{\alpha} \ar[r]_<<<<<<<<< & K \ar[d]^{m_{\alpha}} \ar[d]_{m'} \\
L^{\oplus m} \ar[r]_{\uparrow} & K^{\oplus m} \ar[u]_{\uparrow} \ar[r]_<<<<&& R^{\oplus m} 
}
\end{align*}
\]
Note that the pushout construction of \( L \oplus m \) is well founded since the morphisms \( L_\alpha \rightarrow L \) and \( m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G \) meet the conditions given in [14] ensuring the existence of pushouts. Also, note that the resulting rule of Figure 30 would still produce the inconsistent result of Figure 29(c) as extended parts’ nodes are not relabeled.

6.3. Embedding propagation

The final step of rule scheme instantiation consists in propagating node labels of the extended rule. For example, for the extended rule of Figure 30(b), node labels have to be propagated in order to obtain the final of rule Figure 29(d). This step is a direct application of the quotient representation. For all graphs of the extended rule, each node is relabeled with the label of its images in the quotient graph. For example, in Figure 31 the three quotient graphs allow the embedding propagation of the extended rule of Figure 30(b) - e.g. node \( a \) unlabelled in \( L \oplus m \) can be labelled with the label of its image \( u \) in \( L \oplus m/\pi \).

**Definition 11 (Embedding propagation).** Let \( G = (V, E, s, t, \pi, \alpha) \) be a graph embedded on \( \pi : (\alpha) \rightarrow \tau \) such that \( G \) satisfies the embedding consistency constraint and \( q : G \rightarrow G/\pi \) the quotient morphism with \( G/\pi = (V/\pi, E/\pi, s/\pi, t/\pi, \pi/\pi, \alpha/\pi) \).

The \( \pi \)-embedding propagation of \( G \) is the \( \pi \)-embedded graph \( G \circ \pi = (V, E, s, t, \pi', \alpha) \) such for each node \( v \in V, \pi'(v) = \pi/\pi(q_V(v)) \).

For \( r : L \rightarrow K \rightarrow R \) an \( n \)-topological \( \pi \)-embedded rule, we note \( r \circ \pi \) the rule \( L \circ \pi \rightarrow K \circ \pi \rightarrow R \circ \pi \).

Note that as the quotient existence depends on the satisfaction of the embedding consistency constraint, the embedding propagation only applies to rules for which all parts satisfy the constraint. The extended patterns must contain only one label value per embedding orbit in order for their quotient representation to preserve these unique labels. Let us consider the counterexample of Figure 32. The rule scheme defines the edge removal without consistently relabeling the face colors and therefore the face can be labeled by two different colors in the right-hand side of the extended evaluated rule. As this prevents the quotient existence, the embedding propagation cannot be applied.

Moreover, the satisfaction of the embedding consistency constraint by all parts of a rule scheme does not entail the same property on its extended rule, because of the overlap phenomenon detailed in the next section along the rule scheme conditions of embedding consistency preservation. Therefore, the instantiation definition given in the next subsection depends on the extended rule satisfaction of the embedding consistency constraint but rule scheme conditions will ensure it.
6.4. Rule scheme application

Regardless of consistency preservation, the application of a rule scheme \( r \) to an object defined as an embedded G-map \( G \) along a kernel match morphism \( m \) consists in four steps sketched out in Figure 33:

1. the evaluation \( r^m_V \) of the rule scheme \( r \) along \( m_V \) to substitute node variables by nodes of \( G \);
2. the topological extension \((r^m_V)^\oplus m\) along \( m \) of the evaluated rule \( r^m_V \);
3. the embedding propagation \(((r^m_V)^\oplus m)^\odot \pi\) along the extended rule \((r^m_V)^\oplus m\);
4. at last the application of the final rule \(((r^m_V)^\oplus m)^\odot \pi\) on the targeted object \( G \).

Note that as the embedding propagation existence depends on the satisfaction of the embedding consistency constraint by all parts of the extended rule. This will be ensured by conditions on rule schemes provided in Section 7 to preserve G-map consistency. Therefore, rule schemes satisfying those conditions can always be instantiated for any kernel match morphism.

**Definition 12 (Instantiation and application of rule scheme).** Let \( r : L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R \) be a rule scheme on a user signature \( \Omega_\pi \), and \( m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G \) a kernel match morphism on a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map \( G \).

Let \( r^m_V = L^m_V \leftarrow K^m_V \rightarrow R^m_V \) be the evaluation of \( r \) along \( m \) (Definition 9).

Let \((r^m_V)^\oplus m\) be the topological extension of \( r^m_V \) along \( m \) (Definition 10).

If all parts of \((r^m_V)^\oplus m\) satisfy the embedding consistency constraint, let \(((r^m_V)^\oplus m)^\odot \pi\) be the \( \pi \)-embedding propagation of \((r^m_V)^\oplus m\) (Definition 11).

The instantiation of \( r \) along \( m \) is \(((r^m_V)^\oplus m)^\odot \pi\) denoted \( r^m : L^m \leftarrow K^m \rightarrow R^m \).

If there exists a morphism \( L^m \rightarrow G \) extending \( m \), the application of \( r \) to \( G \) along \( m \) denoted by \( G \Rightarrow_{r,m} H \) is defined by the direct transformation \( G \Rightarrow_{r,m} L^m \rightarrow G \).

Finally, note that similarly to the approach of [15] recalled in Subsection 2.3, the substitution given by the kernel match morphism can not always result in an extended full match of the instantiated rule.

Let us take an example with the operation of edge removal of Figure 34. This time, the rule scheme of Figure 34(a) remove an edge between two faces of the same color \( e\text{.col} \). The instantiation of the rule scheme along the identity morphism on the object \( G \) of Figure 33 results in the rule of Figure 34(b).

---

11 Thanks to the definition 9 of graph scheme evaluations, \( L^m_\alpha = L_\alpha \) thus the rule can be directly extended along \( m \).
Figure 34: Edge removal between two faces of same color

where the term e.col has been evaluated by yellow. As the extension process rests on the kernel match, the rule can always be extended regardless of the matched object labeling. However, the resulting rule can obviously not be applied to the object as an application match morphism can not be induced because nodes g, h, i and j of the object are blue.

7. Consistency preservation

This section establishes and proves the conditions on rule schemes that ensure the preservation of G-map constraints. Subsection 7.1 addresses the topological consistency while Subsections 7.2 and 7.3 focus on the embedding consistency. More precisely, we show that rule schemes that satisfy some given conditions can always be instantiated and that the instantiated rules satisfy the original conditions of embedding consistency preservation of Definition 2.

7.1. Topological consistency preservation

As the topological extension is the only part of the instantiation that transforms the rule topological structure, let us show that it preserves the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1 (Topological consistency preservation of topological extension). Let \( r : L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R \) be a rule embedded on \( \pi : \langle o \rangle \rightarrow \tau \) and \( m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G \) a kernel match morphism on a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map \( G \).

If \( r \) satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1, then the topological extended rule \( r \oplus m \) also satisfies these conditions.

▶ Proof. Let us show the three conditions of topological consistency preservation.

Non-orientation

Because an \( n \)-G-map and its \( \langle o \rangle \)-orbits are non-oriented graphs, the part added by the topological extension is also non-oriented. And because \( L, K \) and \( R \) are non-oriented graphs, then \( L \oplus m, K \oplus m \) and \( R \oplus m \) are also non-oriented graphs. Consequently, \( r \oplus m \) satisfies the non-orientation condition.

Adjacent arcs

As \( K \oplus m \) and \( R \oplus m \) are computed by application of \( r \) on \( L \oplus m \), all new nodes added by the topological extension step are preserved nodes of \( K \oplus m \). Consequently, those nodes are the sources of the same arcs with the same labels on both sides \( L \oplus m \) and \( R \oplus m \). Thus all nodes added by the topological extension satisfy the adjacent arc condition. And because \( r \) satisfies the adjacent arc condition, \( r \oplus m \) also does.

Cycle condition

As already mentioned, all nodes added by the topological extension are preserved nodes of \( K \oplus m \) and are the source of the same arcs with the same labels in \( L \oplus m \) and \( R \oplus m \). Thus, we have multiple cases to consider depending on what portion of a cycle belong to the extended part. Let us prove the three points of the cycle condition of Theorem 1 for all couple \((i, j)\) such \( 0 \leq i \leq i + 2 \leq j \leq n \):

- By definition of the topological extension, any added node \( v \) of \( R \oplus m \setminus K \oplus m \) comes from \( R \setminus K \). And as the rule \( r \) satisfies the cycle condition, \( v \) is the source of an \( iijj \)-cycle in \( R \) and also in \( R \oplus m \setminus K \oplus m \).
- If \( v \) is a preserved node of \( K \oplus m \) and is the source of an \( iijj \)-cycle in \( L \oplus m \), then either:
- If $v$ is source of a $ijij$-cycle in $L$, because the rule $r$ satisfies the cycle condition, $v$ the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $R$, and so in $R^{\oplus m}$.

- If some of the four arcs come from $L$ and some others have been added by the topological extension step. Then, due to the cycle condition on $r$, the old arcs of $L$ are preserved in $R$, and thus also in $L^{\oplus m}$ and $R^{\oplus m}$. And, due to topological extension, new arcs are also preserved in $L^{\oplus m}$, $K^{\oplus m}$ and $R^{\oplus m}$. Thus, in this case, the preserved node $v$ of $K^{\oplus m}$ is the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $L^{\oplus m}$, and is also the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $R^{\oplus m}$.

- If the four arcs are added by the topological extension step. Then, as previously, these new arcs are preserved in $L^{\oplus m}$, $K^{\oplus m}$ and $R^{\oplus m}$. And thus the preserved node $v$ of $K^{\oplus m}$ is the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $L^{\oplus m}$, and is also the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $R^{\oplus m}$.

Finally, if $v$ is a preserved node of $K^{\oplus m}$ and is not the source of an $ijij$-cycle in $L^{\oplus m}$, then, as previously, the $i$-arc and the $j$-arc of source $v$ can be either old arcs from $r$, or new arcs added during topological extension step. In both cases, these arcs are preserved in $R^{\oplus m}$, respectively due to cycle condition of $r$ and topological extension. Consequently, the $i$-arc and the $j$-arc of source $v$ are preserved in $R^{\oplus m}$.

Thus, $r^{\oplus m}$ satisfies the cycle condition.

Consequently, $r^{\oplus m}$ satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1. □

7.2. Case of overlap

Before we study the embedding consistency preservation, we introduce a risk occurring with topological extension: the overlap of embedding orbits. By allowing a minimal match of the transformed embeddings that relies on the automatic completion of transformed embedding orbits, we are exposed to unexpected merges of different embedding orbits. Let us consider the face stretching defined by the rule scheme of Figure 35. The operation consists in matching two edges to translate their vertices in the two opposed directions $\bar{v}$ and $-\bar{v}$.

\[ t(x) = x.p - \bar{v} \]
\[ v(x) = x.p + \bar{v} \]

Figure 35: Face stretching rule scheme

Theorem 3 (Topological consistency preservation of instantiation). Let $r : L \leftrightarrow K \leftrightarrow R$ be a rule scheme on a user signature $\Omega_\pi$, and $m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G$ a kernel match morphism on a $\pi$-embedded $G$-map $G$.

If $r$ satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of theorem 1, then the instantiated rule $r^m = ((r^{mv})^{\oplus m})^{\otimes \pi}$, if it exists, also satisfies these conditions.

\[ (r^{mv})^{\oplus m} \]

Proof. As $r^{mv}$ has the same topological structure as $r$, $r^{mv}$ satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation. Then, according to Lemma 1, $(r^{mv})^{\oplus m}$ also does. Finally, as the embedding propagation preserves the topological structure, $((r^{mv})^{\oplus m})^{\otimes \pi}$ satisfies these conditions. □
When the rule scheme is correctly applied to the square face, the extended rule of Figure 36 contains four vertices in $R$ respectively embedded by $B' = B - \vec{v}$, $D' = D - \vec{v}$, $C' = C + \vec{v}$ and $E' = E + \vec{v}$. Conversely, when the rule is applied to the triangle face, the extended rule of Figure 37 is inconsistent as the top vertex ends up embedded in $R$ with two different values $A' = A - \vec{v}$ and $A'' = A + \vec{v}$. This is a clear case of misapplication as we wanted to match and translate four vertices but only match three. We call an overlap such a situation where different embedding orbits manipulated in the rule end up merged in the extended rule and we define a condition on the kernel morphism that prevent it. This condition can be seen as an extension of the injective condition on the match morphism to the embedding orbits.

**Lemma 2 (Non-overlap).** Let $r : L \leftrightarrow K \rightarrow R$ be a rule embedded on $\pi : \langle \circ \rangle \rightarrow \tau$ and $m : L_{\alpha} \rightarrow G$ a kernel match morphism on a $\pi$-embedded $G$-map $G$.

We say that the topological extension of $r$ along $m$ produces an overlap if for $v$ and $w$ two nodes of $L$ (resp. $K$, $R$) such that $v \not\equiv_{L(o)} w$ (resp. $v \not\equiv_{K(o)} w$, $v \not\equiv_{R(o)} w$) then $v \equiv_{L_{\oplus m(o)}} w$ (resp. $v \equiv_{K_{\oplus m(o)}} w$, $v \equiv_{R_{\oplus m(o)}} w$).

The topological extension of $r$ along $m$ does not produce overlap if $m$ satisfies the following condition of non-overlap: for two nodes $v$ and $w$ of $L$ such that $v \not\equiv_{L(o)} w$, $m(v) \not\equiv_{G(o)} m(w)$.

> **Proof.** Let us show that $L_{\oplus m}$ does not contain overlap. Let suppose that there exist $v$ and $w$ two nodes of $L$ such that $v \not\equiv_{L(o)} w$ and $v \equiv_{R_{\oplus m(o)}} w$. Then, the overlap comes from the topological extension, i.e. the node images $m(v)$ and $m(w)$ belong to the same orbit in $G$, $m(v) \equiv_{G(o)} m(w)$. This is contrary to the condition of non-overlap. The proof is similar for $K_{\oplus m}$ and $R_{\oplus m}$.

---

**Figure 36:** Consistent face stretching

**Figure 37:** Inconsistent face stretching
7.3. Embedding consistency preservation

We now study how the non-overlap condition combined with the conditions of embedding consistency preservations on evaluated rule schemes ensure that the instantiated rules satisfy the conditions of embedding consistency preservation on rules given in Theorem 2. In particular, we will release the condition of full match of transformed embeddings as it was the goal of the automatic orbit completion of transformed embeddings.

We start with the topological extension step. Note that as the nodes added by the topological extension are not labeled, the extended rule is only expected to satisfy a weak version of the full match of transformed embeddings of Theorem 2 that does not require a total labelling of the orbit.

Lemma 3 (Embedding consistency preservation of topological extension). Let \( r : L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R \) be a rule embedded on \( \pi : (o) \rightarrow \tau \) and \( m : L_{\alpha} \rightarrow G \) a kernel match morphism on a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map \( G \).

If \( r \) satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1, the conditions of embedding consistency and of labeling of extended embedding orbits of Theorem 2, and if \( m \) satisfies the condition of non-overlap of Lemma 2, then the topological extended rule \( r^{\oplus m} : L^{\oplus m} \leftarrow K^{\oplus m} \rightarrow R^{\oplus m} \) satisfies the following conditions:

- Embedding consistency of Theorem 2: \( L, K \) and \( R \) satisfy the embedding consistency constraint of Definition 5.
- Weak full match of transformed embeddings: if a preserved node \( v \) has a transformed embedding, then \( R^{\oplus m}(o)(v) \) is a full orbit; i.e. if \( v \) is a node of \( K^{\oplus m} \) such that \( \pi_{L^{\oplus m}}(v) \neq \pi_{R^{\oplus m}}(v) \), then every node of \( R^{\oplus m}(o)(v) \) is the source of exactly one \( i \)-arc for each \( i \) of \( o \).
- Labeling of extended embedding orbits of Theorem 2: if \( v \) is a node of \( K \) and there exits a node \( w \) in \( R(o)(v) \) such that \( w \) is not in \( L(o)(v) \), then there exist \( v' \in K \) with \( v' \equiv_{L(o)} v \) and \( v' \equiv_{R(o)} v \) such that \( \pi_{L}(v') \neq \perp \).

\[ \textbf{Proof.} \] Let us show the three conditions.

**Embedding consistency** Let \( v \) and \( w \) be two nodes of \( L^{\oplus m} \) such that \( v \equiv_{L^{\oplus m}}(o) w \), \( \pi_{L^{\oplus m}}(v) \neq \bot \) and \( \pi_{L^{\oplus m}}(w) \neq \bot \). Because of the condition of non-overlap, \( v \) and \( w \) are two nodes of \( L \) such \( v \equiv_{L(o)} w \). As \( L \) satisfies the embedding consistency constraint, \( \pi_{L}(v) = \pi_{L}(w) \) and therefore \( \pi_{L^{\oplus m}}(v) = \pi_{L^{\oplus m}}(w) \).

The proof is the same for \( K \) and \( R \). \( r^{\oplus m} \) satisfies the embedding consistency condition.

**Weak full match of transformed embedding.**

Let \( v \) be a node of \( R^{\oplus m} \). If \( v \) is a preserved node of \( K^{\oplus m} \) or an added node of \( R^{\oplus m} \), thanks to topological extension step, \( R^{\oplus m}(o)(v) \) is a complete orbit. Thus \( v \) is the source of exactly one \( i \)-arc for each \( i \) of \( o \). Then \( r^{\oplus m} \) satisfies the weak full match of transformed embedding.

**Labeling of extended embedding orbits.** Let \( v \) be a node of \( K^{\oplus m} \) and \( w \) a node \( R^{\oplus m}(o)(v) \) such that \( w \) is not in \( L^{\oplus m}(o)(v) \). Because the topological extension definition, \( w \) is a node of \( r \). As \( r \) satisfies the labeling of extended embedding orbits, there exist \( v' \) in \( K \) with \( v' \equiv_{L(o)} v \) and \( v' \equiv_{R(o)} v \) such that \( \pi_{L}(v') \neq \perp \). Moreover, because of the topological extension definition, \( v' \equiv_{L^{\oplus m}}(o) v \), \( v' \equiv_{R^{\oplus m}}(o) v \), and \( \pi_{L^{\oplus m}}(v') \neq \perp \). Therefore, \( r^{\oplus m} \) satisfies the labeling of extended embedding orbits.

\[ \textbf{Lemma 4 (Embedding consistency preservation of the embedding propagation).} \] Let \( r : L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R \) be a rule embedded on \( \pi : (o) \rightarrow \tau \) and \( m : L_{\alpha} \rightarrow G \) a kernel match morphism on a \( \pi \)-embedded G-map \( G \).

If \( r \) satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1 and the conditions of Lemma 3, then the embedding propagated rule \( r^{\oplus \pi} \) satisfies the conditions of topological consistency preservation of Theorem 1 and the conditions of embedding consistency preservation of Theorem 2.
Proof. As previously said, the embedding propagation step does not modify the topological structure, thus this last step preserves the topological consistency conditions of Theorem 1.

In the same way, the conditions of embedding consistency preservation and of labeling of extended embedding orbits are preserved.

Moreover, the $\pi$-embedding propagation step propagates each embedding label along the full $(o)$-orbit, the weak condition of full match of transformed embed becomes total as all nodes are become labeled.

Finally, we can extend this result to the whole rule instantiation and show that it always exists if the following conditions of embedding consistency preservation are satisfied.

Theorem 4 (Embedding consistency preservation of instantiation). Let $r : L \hookrightarrow K \hookrightarrow R$ be a rule scheme on a user signature $\Omega_\pi$ and $m : L_\alpha \rightarrow G$ be a kernel match morphism on a $\pi$-embedded $G$-map $G$.

The instantiated rule $(r^{mv})^{m \pi}$ exists and satisfies the conditions of embedding consistency preservation of Theorem 2 if the following conditions are satisfied:

- $r$ satisfies the condition of embedding consistency of Theorem 2;
- $r$ satisfies the condition of labeling of extended embedding orbits of Theorem 2;
- $m$ satisfies the condition of non-overlap of Lemma 2.

Proof. As equal terms are evaluated by equal values, if $r$ satisfies the previous conditions, so does the evaluated rule $r^{mv}$. Then, the extended rule $(r^{mv})^{m \pi}$ satisfies the condition of Lemma 3, including embedding consistency. Therefore, the propagation $(r^{mv})^{m \pi}$ exists. Finally, according to Lemma 4, the instantiated rule $(r^{mv})^{m \pi}$ satisfies the conditions of embedding consistency preservation.

Let us note that the properties of Theorem 4 are sufficient but not necessary to ensure the embedding consistency preservation. In practice, it may be useful to relax the embedding consistency condition if several terms can have the same evaluation. For example, algebraic properties of user-defined functions on embeddings could be taken into account.

8. Applications and related works

8.1. Applications

The language of rules introduced in this article has been implemented in the tool set Jerboa [26, 32] that allows a geometric modeler kernel to be generated from a set of rules. It includes a graphical editor that allows both an easy modeler characterization and a fast graphical design of its operations assisted by static verification steps. When the design is over, the Jerboa library produces a full featured modeler kernel that can be used in a final application. Moreover, the generated kernel is highly reliable as rules take benefit from graph transformation techniques to ensure consistency properties. Jerboa has been successfully used in other works, especially for the adaptation of L-Systems with G-map [33] or in a geomodeling context [34] (see Figure 38).

(a) L-System based plant growth  (b) Geomodeling of a fault

Figure 38: Two applications of Jerboa
Note that within Jerboa, rule schemes allow to use simultaneously the topological variables (see Subsection 3.3) and the embedding terms introduced in this article. This allows for example to generically define the geometric triangulation of a face whatever its topological size or its geometric shape. Moreover, modeled objects can have several embedding data types (*e.g.* colored polyhedral 2D objects) and therefore multiple expressions can label rule nodes to define the embedding transformation. This multiple embedding aspect has been addressed in [13] by introducing a category of partially \( I \)-labeled graphs that handle multiple node labels as an extension of the category defined in [14]. In this category, each kind of embedding (node label) is defined by its own node labeling function, specified on its own orbit type. We extended graph transformations to this category so rules could simultaneously transform multiple embedding.

8.2. Related works

![Figure 39: Plants modeling based on L-Systems](image)

Formal rule languages have already been used for twenty years in the context of geometric modeling. In particular, L-systems [35] introduced by the biologist Aristid Lindenmayer to model plant growth have been developed for many procedural applications. L-Systems are based on iterated applications of a set of rules until a stop condition is satisfied. Hence, they are suited to represent arborescent structures, like the flowers in Figure 39(a) [36], or the trees in Figure 39(b) [37]. Moreover, L-systems have already been used in a topological-based context in [38] to model leaf growth as in Figure 39(d), in [39] to model flowers, or in [40] to model internal structure of fruits as in Figure 39(d).

![Figure 40: Urban modeling based on L-Systems](image)

Inspired by L-systems, [41] introduced a new type of grammar dedicated to automatically model buildings. In the same way than plants, building designs are derived using grammars that define building shapes. For example, the three buildings in Figure 40(a) from [42] are generated from the same shape grammar. Moreover, 3D models of existing buildings can also be generated from aerial pictures [43] in order to be displayed in navigation applications. For the same purpose, L-systems have also been extended to automatically model street network of cities as represented in Figure 40(b) from [44].
In all these applications, L-systems and graph grammars are defined by a limited set of high level operations such as creating a new branch, inserting a floor or subdividing a district with a road. Conversely to graph transformations, L-system rules do not contain all the low level transformations on the actual object representation and therefore each of these high level operations has then its own dedicated implementation and consistency preservation mechanism. This lack of adaptability and robustness entails that every additional rule requires additional implementation and debugging efforts, which we avoid using graph transformations.

9. Conclusion

In this article, we introduce a new kind of graph transformation variables, called node variables and inspired from the attribute variables of [15], and dedicated to embedding computations in the context of topology-based geometric modeling. Benefiting from the regularity of G-map topological structures, these node variables are provided with operators that allow both to access the existing embedding (node labels in the transformed object) and to traverse the topological structure (neighboring nodes in the transformed object). A rule instantiation mechanism is also provided to propagate the embedding modifications to the concern orbits of the object. The resulting language is generic enough to define any usual embedding transformation, and it is fitted with syntactic conditions that allow an operation implemented as a rule to be statically checked. A single rule application engine may thus be programmed to handle any operation.

Our further work will consist in enhancing the language with new possibilities, while still providing a safe theoretical ground. In particular, we still have to show under which syntactic conditions node variables can be simultaneously used with the orbit variables dedicated to topological transformations in order to define operations independently from both embedding value and topological shape (e.g. the triangulation of any sized face of any color). Furthermore, we wish to provide rule scripts in order to compute complex modeling operations, as the boolean operators allowing to combine objects together by intersection, difference or union. Such operations require to search the object and selectively apply rules, following a given strategy. A script language would allow to define these strategies by providing operators such as iterators, loops or conditionals.
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